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QUESTION 1

A web application allows the HTML title banner to be set using a servlet context initialization parameter called titleStr.
Which two properly set the title in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. ${titleStr} 

B. ${initParam.titleStr} 

C. ${params[0].titleStr} 

D. ${paramValues.titleStr} 

E. ${initParam[\\'titleStr\\']} 

F. ${servletParams.titleStr} 

G. ${request.get("titleStr")} 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

Given: 

3.

 class MyServlet extends HttpServlet { 

4.

 public void doPut(HttpServletRequest req, HttpServletResponse resp) throws ServletException, IOException { 

5.

 // servlet code here ... 

26.

 } 

27.

 } 

If the DD contains a single security constraint associated with MyServlet and its only tags and tags are: 

GET PUT Admin 

Which four requests would be allowed by the container? (Choose four.) 

A. A user whose role is Admin can perform a PUT. 
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B. A user whose role is Admin can perform a GET. 

C. A user whose role is Admin can perform a POST. 

D. A user whose role is Member can perform a PUT. 

E. A user whose role is Member can perform a POST. 

F. A user whose role is Member can perform a GET. 

Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 3

You are building a dating service web site. Part of the form to submit a client\\'s profile is a group of radio buttons for the
person\\'s hobbies: 

20.

 Hiking
 

21.

 Skiing
 

22.

 SCUBA Diving 

23.

  

After the user submits this form, a confirmation screen is displayed with these hobbies listed. Assume that an
application-scoped variable, hobbies, holds a map between the Hobby enumerated type and the display name. 

Which EL code snippet will display Nth element of the user\\'s selected hobbies? 

A. ${hobbies[hobbyEnum[N]} 

B. ${hobbies[paramValues.hobbyEnum[N]]} 

C. ${hobbies[paramValues@\\'hobbyEnum\\'@N]} 

D. ${hobbies.get(paramValues.hobbyEnum[N])} 

E. ${hobbies[paramValues.hobbyEnum.get(N)]} 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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You have built a web application with tight security. Several directories of your webapp are used for internal purposes
and you have overridden the default servlet to send an HTTP 403 status code for any request that maps to one of these
directories. During testing, the Quality Assurance director decided that they did NOT like seeing the bare response page
generated by Firefox and Internet Explorer. The director recommended that the webapp should return a more user-
friendly web page that has the same look-and- feel as the webapp plus links to the webapp\\'s search engine. You have
created this JSP page in the / WEB-INF/jsps/error403.jsp file. You do NOT want to alter the complex logic of the default
servlet. How can you declare that the web container must send this JSP page whenever a 403 status is generated? 

A. 403/WEB-INF/jsps/error403.jsp 

B. 403/WEB-INF/jsps/error403.jsp 

C. 403/WEB- INF/jsps/error403.jsp 

D. 403/WEB- INF/jsps/error403.jsp 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Given a Filter class definition with this method: 

21.

 public void doFilter(ServletRequest request, 

22.

 ServletResponse response, 

23.

 FilterChain chain) 

24.

 throws ServletException, IOException { 

25.

 // insert code here 

26.

 } 

Which should you insert at line 25 to properly invoke the next filter in the chain, or the target servlet if there are no more
filters? 

A. chain.forward(request, response); 

B. chain.doFilter(request, response); 

C. request.forward(request, response); 
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D. request.doFilter(request, response); 

Correct Answer: B 
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